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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. This work, by one of the most innovative and
challenging of contemporary thinkers, pivots on a Remark added by Hegel in 1831 to the second
edition of his Science of Logic. As a model of close reading applied both to philosophical texts and
the making of philosophical systems, The Speculative Remark played a significant role in
transforming the practice of philosophy away from system building to analysis of specific linguistic
detail, with meticulous attention to etymological, philological, and rhetorical nuance. Nancy uses
his extended examination of the Remark to delineate certain overall strategies in several Hegelian
texts that militate for language-oriented readings of Hegel, as shown in Nancy s redefinition of such
key terms as Aufhebung, mediation, and speculation. Nancy s reading progresses from speculative
words and propositions to registering the speculative itself. While he avoids analyzing Hegel s
system as such, Nancy reconstructs the Hegelian trajectory on a basis of tropes, building from
propositions rather than structures, elements, and cycles. The overview that emerges in the final
chapter and epilogue constitutes a broad statement about Hegel s practice and...
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Reviews
Complete guide! Its such a great study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr. Hermann Marvin PhD
A superior quality publication and the font employed was exciting to read through. It is among the most awesome book i have read. I am e ortlessly could
get a enjoyment of reading a created publication.
-- Ettie Kutch
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